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Abstract

In this paper we describe our TRECVID 2008 video retrieval experiments. The MediaMill team participated in three tasks: concept detection, automatic search, and interactive search. Rather than continuing to increase the number of concept detectors available for retrieval, our TRECVID 2008 experiments focus on increasing the robustness of a small set of concept detectors. To that end our concept detection experiments emphasize in particular the role of sampling, the value of color invariant features, the influence of codebook construction, and the effectiveness of kernel-based learning parameters. A robust but limited set of concept detectors necessitates the need to rely on as many auxiliary information channels as possible for retrieval. Therefore, our automatic search experiments focus on predicting which information channel to trust given a certain topic, leading to a novel framework for predictive video retrieval. To improve the video retrieval results further, our interactive search experiments investigate the roles of visualizing preview results for a certain browse-dimension and active learning mechanisms that learn to solve complex search topics by analysis from user browsing behavior. The 2008 edition of the TRECVID benchmark has been the most successful MediaMill participation to date, resulting in the top ranking for both concept detection and interactive search, and a runner-up ranking for automatic retrieval. Again a lot has been learned during this year’s TRECVID campaign, we highlight the most important lessons at the end of this paper.

1 Introduction

Robust video retrieval is highly relevant in a world that is adapting swiftly to visual communication. Online services like YouTube and Truveo show that video is no longer the domain of broadcast television only. Video has become the medium of choice for many people communicating via Internet. Most commercial video search engines provide access to video based on text, as this is still the easiest way for a user to describe an information need. The indices of these search engines are based on the filename, surrounding text, social tagging, closed captions, or a speech transcript. This results in disappointing retrieval performance when the visual content is not mentioned, or properly reflected in the associated text. In addition, when the videos originate from non-English speaking countries, such as China, or the Netherlands, querying the content by text becomes even harder as robust automatic speech recognition results are difficult to achieve.

To cater for robust video retrieval, the promising solutions from literature are in majority concept-based [37], where detectors are related to objects, like a telephone, scenes, like a kitchen, and people, like singing. Any one of those brings an understanding of the current content. The elements in such a lexicon offer users a semantic entry to video by allowing them to query on presence or absence of visual content elements. Last year we presented the MediaMill 2007 semantic video search engine [35] using a 572 concept lexicon, albeit with varying performance. Rather than continuing to increase the lexicon size, our TRECVID 2008 experiments focus on increasing the robustness of a small set of concept detectors by using a novel approach that builds upon recent findings in computer vision and pattern recognition. The 2008 edition of the TRECVID benchmark has been the most successful MediaMill participation to date, resulting in the top ranking for both concept detection and interactive search, and a runner-up ranking for automatic retrieval. Again a lot has been learned during this year’s TRECVID campaign, we highlight the most important lessons at the end of this paper.
2 Detecting Concepts in Video

We perceive concept detection in video as a combined computer vision and machine learning problem. Given an \( n \)-dimensional visual feature vector \( x_i \), part of a shot \( i \) [27], the aim is to obtain a measure, which indicates whether semantic concept \( \omega_j \) is present in shot \( i \). We may choose from various visual feature extraction methods to obtain \( x_i \), and from a variety of supervised machine learning approaches to learn the relation between \( \omega_j \) and \( x_i \). The supervised machine learning process is composed of two phases: training and testing. In the first phase, the optimal configuration of features is learned from the training data. In the second phase, the classifier assigns a probability \( p(\omega_j|x_i) \) to each input feature vector for each semantic concept.

Our TRECVID 2008 concept detection approach builds on previous editions of the MediaMill semantic video search engine [35,36,39]. In addition, we draw inspiration from the work of Schmid and her associates [24,46], extending their work by putting special emphasis on video sampling strategies, keypoint-based color features [4,33], codebook representations [8,10], and kernel-based machine learning. We detail our generic concept detection scheme by presenting a component-wise decomposition. The components exploit a common architecture, with a standardized input-output model, to allow for semantic integration. The graphical conventions to describe the system architecture are indicated in Figure 1. Based on these conventions we follow the video data as they flow through the computational process, as summarized in the general scheme of our TRECVID 2008 concept detection approach in Figure 2, and detailed per component next.

### 2.1 Spatio-Temporal Sampling

The visual appearance of a semantic concept in video has a strong dependency on the spatio-temporal viewpoint under which it is recorded. Salient point methods introduce robustness against viewpoint changes by selecting points which can be recovered under different viewpoints. Another solution is to simply use many points, which is done by dense sampling. Appearance variations caused by temporal effects are addressed by going beyond the key frame level. By taking more frames into account for the analysis, it becomes possible to recognize concepts that are visible in the shot, but not necessarily in a single key frame, more robustly. We summarize our spatio-temporal sampling approach in Figure 3.
Temporal multi-frame selection  We demonstrated in [38] that a concept detection method that considers more visual content obtains higher performance over key frame-based methods. This can be explained by the fact that the content of a shot changes due to object and camera motion, and imperfect shot segmentation results. Therefore, we employ a multi-frame sampling strategy. To be precise, we sample a maximum of 4 additional frames distributed around the (middle) key frame of each shot.

Harris-Laplace point detector  In order to determine salient points, Harris-Laplace relies on a Harris corner detector. By applying it on multiple scales, it is possible to select the characteristic scale of a local corner using the Laplacian operator [43]. Hence, for each corner the Harris-Laplace detector selects a scale-invariant point if the local image structure under a Laplacian operator has a stable maximum.

Dense point detector  For concepts with many homogeneous areas, like scenes, corners are often rare. Hence, for these concepts relying on a Harris-Laplace detector can be suboptimal. To counter the shortcoming of Harris-Laplace, random and dense sampling strategies have been proposed [6, 19]. We employ dense sampling, which samples an image grid in a uniform fashion using a fixed pixel interval between regions. In our experiments we use an interval distance of 6 pixels and sample at multiple scales.

Spatial pyramid weighting  Both Harris-Laplace and dense sampling give an equal weight to all keypoints, irrespective of their spatial location in the image frame. In order to overcome this limitation, Lazebnik et al. [20] suggest to repeatedly sample fixed subregions of an image, e.g. 1x1, 2x2, 4x4, etc., and to aggregate the different resolutions into a so called spatial pyramid, which allows for region-specific weighting. Since every region is an image in itself, the spatial pyramid can be used in combination with both the Harris-Laplace point detector and dense point sampling. Reported results using concept detection experiments are not yet conclusive in the ideal spatial pyramid configuration, some claim 2x2 is sufficient [20], others suggest to include 1x3 also [24]. We use a spatial pyramid of 1x1, 2x2, and 1x3 regions in our experiments.

2.2 Visual Feature Extraction

In the previous section, we addressed the dependency of the visual appearance of semantic concepts in a video on the spatio-temporal viewpoint under which it is recorded. However, the lighting conditions during filming also play an important role. Burghouts and Geusebroek [4] analyzed the properties of color features under classes of illumination and viewing changes, such as viewpoint changes, light intensity changes, light direction changes, and light color changes. Van de Sande et al. [33] analyzed the properties of color features under classes of illumination changes within the diagonal model of illumination change, and specifically for data sets as considered within TRECVID. Another comparison of our invariant visual features, emphasizing discriminatory power, and efficiency of the feature representation is presented by Van Gemert et al. [10]. Here we summarize their main findings. We present an overview of the visual features used in Figure 4.

Wiccest  Wiccest features [11] utilize natural image statistics to effectively model texture information. Texture is described by the distribution of edges in a certain image. Hence, a histogram of a Gaussian derivative filter is used to represent the edge statistics. It was shown in [13] that the complete range of image statistics in natural textures can be well modeled with an integrated Weibull distribution. In effect, reducing a histogram to just two Weibull parameters, see [10]. The Wiccest features for an image region consist of the Weibull parameters for the color invariant edges in the region. Thus, the 2 Weibull parameters for the x-edges and y-edges of the three color channels yield a 12 dimensional feature.

Gabor  Gabor filters may be used to measure perceptual surface texture in an image [3]. Specifically, Gabor filters respond to regular patterns in a given orientation on a given scale and frequency, see [10]. In order to obtain an image region feature with Gabor filters we follow these three steps: 1) parameterize the Gabor filters 2) incorporate color invariance and 3) construct a histogram. First, the parameters of a Gabor filter consist of orientation, scale and frequency. We use four orientations, 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, and two (scale, frequency) pairs: (2.828, 0.720), (1.414, 2.094). Second, color responses are measured by filtering each color channel with a Gabor filter. The W color invariant is obtained by
normalizing each Gabor filtered color channel by the intensity. Finally, a histogram of 101 bins is constructed for each Gabor filtered color channel.

**SIFT** The SIFT feature proposed by Lowe [23] describes the local shape of a region using edge orientation histograms. The gradient of an image is shift-invariant: taking the derivative cancels out offsets [33]. Under light intensity changes, i.e., a scaling of the intensity channel, the gradient direction and the relative gradient magnitude remain the same. Because the SIFT feature is normalized, the gradient magnitude changes have no effect on the final feature. To compute SIFT features, the version described by Lowe [23] is used.

**OpponentSIFT** OpponentSIFT describes all the channels in the opponent color space using SIFT features. The information in the $O_3$ channel is equal to the intensity information, while the other channels describe the color information in the image. The feature normalization, as effective in SIFT, cancels out any local changes in light intensity.

**C-SIFT** In the opponent color space, the $O_1$ and $O_2$ channels still contain some intensity information. To add invariance to shadow and shading effects, we have proposed the C-invariant [12] which eliminates the remaining intensity information from these channels. The C-SIFT feature uses the C invariant, which can be intuitively seen as the gradient (or derivatives) for the normalized opponent color space $O1/I$ and $O2/I$. The $I$ intensity channel remains unchanged. C-SIFT is known to be scale-invariant with respect to light intensity. Due to the local comparison of colors, as effective due to the gradient, the color component of the feature is robust to light color changes. See [4,33] for detailed evaluation.

**rgSIFT** For the rgSIFT feature, features are added for the $r$ and $g$ chromaticity components of the normalized RGB color model, which is already scale-invariant [33]. In addition to the $r$ and $g$ channel, this feature also includes intensity. Because the SIFT feature uses derivatives of the input channels, the rgSIFT feature becomes shift-invariant as well. However, the color part of the feature is not invariant to changes in illumination color.

**Transformed color SIFT** For the transformed color SIFT, we normalize each RGB channel independently [33]. For every normalized channel, the SIFT feature is computed. The feature is scale-invariant, shift-invariant and invariant to light color changes and shift.

We compute the Wiccest and Gabor features on densely sampled image regions [10], the SIFT [23] and ColorSIFT [33] features are computed around salient points obtained from the Harris-Laplace detector and dense sampling. For all visual features we take several spatial pyramid configurations into account.

**2.3 Codebook Transform**

To avoid using all visual features in an image, while incorporating translation invariance and a robustness to noise, we follow the well known codebook approach, see e.g., [8, 10, 19, 21, 33, 34]. First, we assign visual features to discrete codewords predefined in a codebook. Then, the frequency distribution of the codewords is used as a compact feature vector representing an image frame. Two important variables in the codebook representation are codebook construction and codeword assignment. An extensive comparison of codebook representation variables is presented by Van Gemert *et al.* in [8, 10]. Here we detail codebook construction using clustering and codeword representation using hard- and soft-assignment, following the scheme in Figure 5.

**Clustering** We employ two clustering methods: $k$-means and radius-based clustering. $K$-means partitions the visual feature space by minimizing the variance between a predefined number of $k$ clusters. The advantage of the $k$-means algorithm is its simplicity. A disadvantage of $k$-means is its emphasis on clusters of dense areas in feature space. Hence, $k$-means does not spread clusters evenly throughout feature space, biasing frequently occurring features. To overcome the limitation of $k$-means clustering, while maintaining efficiency, Jurie and Triggs [19] proposed radius-based clustering. The algorithm assigns visual features to the first cluster lying within a fixed radius of similarity $r$. Hence, the radius determines whether two visual features describe the same codeword. As an implementation of radius-based clustering we use AstraHans algorithm, see [10]. For both $k$-means and radius-based clustering we fix the visual codebook to a maximum of 4000 codewords.

**Hard-assignment** Given a codebook of codewords, obtained from clustering, the traditional codebook approach describes each feature by the single best representative code-
word in the codebook, i.e. hard-assignment. Basically, an image is represented by a histogram of codeword frequencies that describes the probability density over codewords.

**Soft-assignment** In a recent paper [8], we show that the traditional codebook approach may be improved by using soft-assignment through kernel codebooks. A kernel codebook uses a kernel function to smooth the hard-assignment of image features to codewords. Out of the various forms of kernel-codebooks we selected *codeword uncertainty* empirically due to its performance [8].

**Codebook library** Each of the possible sampling methods from Section 2.1 coupled with each visual feature extraction method from Section 2.2, a clustering method, and an assignment approach results in a separate visual codebook. An example is a codebook based on dense sampling of *rg*SIFT features in combination with *k*-means clustering and hard-assignment. We collect all possible codebook combinations in a visual codebook library. Naturally, the codebooks can be combined using various configurations. For simplicity, we employ equal weights in our experiments when combining codebooks to form a library.

2.4 Kernel-based Learning

Learning robust concept detectors from large-scale visual codebooks is typically achieved by kernel-based learning methods. From all kernel-based learning approaches on offer, the support vector machine is commonly regarded as a solid choice. We investigate the role of its parameters and how to select the optimal configuration for a concept, as detailed in Figure 6.

**Support vector machine** Similar to previous years, we use the support vector machine framework [44] for supervised learning of semantic concepts. Here we use the LIBSVM implementation [5] with probabilistic output [22, 28]. It is well known that the parameters of the support vector machine algorithm have a significant influence on concept detection performance [1, 25, 39, 45]. The only parameters of the support vector machine we optimize are *C* and the kernel function *K*(·). In order to handle imbalance in the number of positive versus negative training examples, we fix the weights of the positive and negative class by estimation from the class priors on training data. While the radial basis kernel function usually perform better than other kernels, it was recently shown by Zhang et al. [46] that in a codebook-approach to concept detection the earth movers distance [32] and *χ*² kernel are to be preferred. In general, we obtain good parameter settings for a support vector machine, by using an iterative search on both *C* and *K*(·).

**Episode-constrained cross-validation** From all parameters *q* we select the combination that yields the best average precision performance, yielding *q*∗. We measure performance of all parameter combinations and select the combination that yields the best performance. We use a 3-fold cross validation to prevent over-fitting of parameters. Rather than using regular cross-validation for support vector machine parameter optimization, we employ an *episode-constrained* cross-validation method, as this method is known to yield a less biased estimate of classifier performance [9].

The result of the parameter search over *q* is the improved model *p*(ωj|x, *q*∗), contracted to *p*(ωj|x), which we use to fuse and to rank concept detection results.

2.5 Submitted Concept Detection Results

We investigated the contribution of each component discussed in Sections 2.1–2.4, emphasizing in particular the role of sampling, the value of color invariance, the influence of codebook construction, and the effectiveness of kernel-based learning parameters. In our experimental setup we used the TRECVID 2007 development set as a training set, and the TRECVID 2007 test set as a validation set. The ground truth used for learning and evaluation are a combination of the common annotation effort [2] and the ground truth provided by ICT-CAS [42]. The positive examples from both efforts were combined using an OR operation and subsequently verified manually. Based on our extensive experiments (data not shown) we arrived at the conclusion that a codebook library employing dense sampling and Harris-Laplace salient points in combination with a spatial pyramid, one of the three following (color) SIFT features: SIFT, OpponentSIFT and transformed color SIFT, and a codebook representation based on *k*-means clustering and soft-assignment, is a powerful baseline for concept detection in video. This codebook library, consisting of 6 books in total, is our baseline. The baseline was not submitted for evaluation in the high-level feature extraction task, but post-TRECVID experiments indicates it would have received a mean infAP of 0.152. It was, however, the basis of all our TRECVID 2008 submissions. An overview of our
submitted concept detection runs is depicted in Figure 7, and detailed next.

Baby run  The Baby run extends upon the baseline run by also including codebooks for the rgSIFT and C-SIFT features. This results in a codebook library of 10 books. This run achieved a mean infAP of 0.155. Indeed, only a small improvement over our baseline.

Sporty run  The codebook library used in the Sporty run extends upon the Baby run by also including the Wiccest and Gabor features, and their early fusion. We apply the standard sequential forward selection feature selection method [18] on this large codebook library. This run achieves the overall highest infAP for the concept Flower, and has a mean infAP of 0.159.

VIDI-Video run  This run is a cooperation between the University of Amsterdam and the University of Surrey. It uses multiple kernel learning [41] on the codebook library of the Baby run together with another codebook library based on SIFT only. The weights of the kernels, i.e., the relative importance of the 2 codebook libraries, are learnt from the training data. It achieved a mean infAP of 0.148.

Ginger run  The Ginger run extends the codebook library of 6 books from the baseline run to the temporal domain. For every shot, up to 5 frames are processed, and the results are averaged. This run achieves the overall highest infAP for the concepts Mountain and Boat/Ship, and has a mean infAP of 0.185.

Posh run  The Posh run is based on a codebook library in a temporal setting. The codebooks to use per concept were chosen on the basis of hold-out performance on the validation set. There were 3 sets of codebooks to chose from, together with the method for temporal aggregation, which could be either the average or the maximum concept likelihood. This run achieves the overall highest infAP for the concepts Street and Nighttime, and has a mean infAP of 0.184.

Scary run  The Scary run applies the standard sequential forward selection feature selection method on several codebook libraries, all of which have been applied spatio-temporally to up to 5 frames per shot. This run achieved the overall highest mean infAP in the TRECVID2008 benchmark (0.194), with the overall highest infAP for 4 concepts: Kitchen, Cityscape, Demonstration or protest, and Hand.

2.6 57 Robust Concept Detectors

In order to have as many concept detectors as possible available for video retrieval, we have employed a graceful degradation approach in previous TRECVID editions. This has resulted in lexicons containing close to 600 concept detectors, albeit with mixed performance. In contrast to previous TRECVID editions, we aim for a small but robust lexicon this year. To that end we have employed our baseline codebook library on the concept sets of TRECVID 2008 (20 concepts), TRECVID2007 (36 concepts) and an additional black/white detector. Comparative experiments with our baseline codebook library and last years approach indicates a performance increase of a factor 2. Hence, the 2008 MediaMill semantic video search engine includes 57 robust concept detectors and a powerful codebook library for retrieval.
3 Automatic Video Retrieval

The TRECVID automatic search task has, over the previous years, shown that topic type directly relates to the best type of information for searching on. Specifically, named entity queries can best be answered using speech search. Furthermore, if a robust concept detector is available for a query, detector-based search should provide reliable results. These principles drive the query-dependent, predictive video retrieval strategy of the MediaMill 2008 automatic video search system.

3.1 Predictive Video Retrieval

Inspired by work in query-difficulty prediction, we predict which of the three retrieval channels (speech, detector, or example-based search) should be trusted to provide the best results for a given topic. The top search results from the trusted retrieval channel are used as the basis set of search results, and are then reranked with information from the remaining two retrieval channels. By trusting one, and only one, information channel, we reduce the need for parameter estimation associated with fusion approaches that consider all results from all channels. In addition, the prediction framework allows for a query-class independent approach that we expect will generalize well to include other channels of information.

3.1.1 Prediction Features

We found, after evaluating topics from previous TRECVID benchmarks, that two topic features were especially good indicators of the best retrieval channel: 1) named entity occurrence, and 2) exact matches to ‘informative’ detectors.

Named entities were extracted from the topics using the Stanford Named Entity tagger [7]. Binary occurrence of named entities was used as a feature, so either a topic contained at least one named entity, or it did not.

To find exact detector matches, both the detectors and the topics were linked to WordNet (noun) synsets. If a topic synset directly matched a detector synset, this was considered a direct match. To determine detector informativeness, the information content was calculated using Resnik’s measure of information content [29]. If a matched detector had an information content higher than 5, it was considered informative. Resnik’s measure is corpus-based, we use a very large Google-based corpus kindly provided to us by Haubold and Natsev [14]. This allowed us to gain relatively accurate, ‘real world’ frequency counts than as compared to more traditional (and smaller) news corpora. As a result, for a topic such as find shots of people with a body of water a general detector such as people would not be considered informative, as opposed to a more specific detector such as waterscope.

3.1.2 Multimodal Fusion and Reranking

We experimented with combining the evidence from multiple retrieval channels using a trust-based framework. This is a three-step procedure, as follows. First, given the three channels, namely, speech, vision and example-based search, we select the trusted channel on which the re-ranking of the result list will be based. If a named entity is detected, the speech channel is trusted. If an informative detector directly matches the query, then we trust the detector channel. Otherwise we trust the example-based search results. Second, we truncate the trusted result list to the top 1000 results. The secondary result lists, any shots that do not occur in the trusted result list are removed, considering the top 1000 results in the list. Third, we combine the result lists using rank-based fusion. Any results that are contained in more than one list will be boosted.

3.1.3 Retrieval Channel Implementation

Our predictive retrieval framework is built on search results from three retrieval channels: speech, detector, and example-based search. These are implemented as follows:

Speech-based search Our speech based search approach is similar to that of last year, incorporating both the original Dutch automatic speech transcripts donated by the University of Twente [15], and the automatic machine translation provided by Queen Mary, University of London. At retrieval time, each topic statement was automatically translated into Dutch using the online translation tool http://translate.google.com, allowing a search on the MT transcripts with the original (English) topic text, and a search on ASR transcripts using the translated Dutch topic text. The resulting two ranked lists were then combined to form a single list of transcript-based search results. To compensate for the temporal mismatch between the audio and the visual channels, we used our temporal redundancy approach [16]. To summarise this approach, the transcript of each shot is expanded with the transcripts from temporally adjacent shots, where the words of the transcripts are weighted according to their distance from the central shot.

Detector-based search The detector-based search using our lexicon of 57 robust concept detectors consisted of two main steps: 1) concept selection and 2) detector combination. We evaluated a number of concept selection approaches using a benchmark set of query-to-concept mappings, adapted from [17] to the new lexicon. We found an example-based concept selection strategy to deliver the best concept selection results. The final concept selection method used for automatic search was to average the score for a concept detector on the provided topic video examples, and select concepts that scored over a threshold (a threshold of 0.5 was used, as this gave the best results). As for the combination of multiple selected concepts for a topic,
Figure 8: Comparison of MediaMill automatic video search experiments with present-day automatic search approaches in the TRECVID 2008 benchmark.

this was done by simply taking the product of the raw selected detector scores for each shot as its retrieval score. No extra normalization or parametrization was done, nor were concepts weighted according to their computed score for the examples. Rather, we used the triangulation of concept detector scores to provide information as to the relevance of a shot to a query.

Example-based search This is the first year that we included example-based search. Similarly to [26], we treat example-based search as an on-the-fly concept learning problem, with the provided topic video examples as positive examples, and randomly selected shots from the test collection as pseudo-negative examples. Spatio-temporal sampling of interest regions, visual feature extraction, codebook transform, and kernel-based learning were done as described in Section 2.5. The resulting model was applied to the shots in the test collection, shots were ranked according to the probabilistic output score of the support vector machine.

3.1.4 Automatic Search Results

We submitted four official runs to the TRECVID automatic search task. These runs include two of the three retrieval channel searches (the required text and visual baselines), and two combination runs with slightly different reranking schemes. For the sake of completeness, we also include the remaining retrieval channel, i.e. example-based, as a supplementary run (not submitted to TRECVID) in our results and analysis.

Due to a lack of named entity queries amongst the TRECVID topics, the speech baseline (UvA-MM-6) had the lowest overall mean infAP of the 4 runs. The visual baseline run (UvA-MM-5) was done using detector-only search, and performed especially well for topics where one or more strongly related detectors were available. The two combination runs, (UvA-MM-4 and UvA-MM-3), created using our novel predictive video retrieval framework, performed consistently well over a range of topics. In terms of mean infAP our predictive video retrieval approach was one of the top performers in this year’s automatic search
task. When the correct channel was accurately predicted, the final combined results either approached those of the best channel or exceeded them, showing that the secondary channels can provide valuable (re)ranking information.

Figure 8 provides a topic-level summary of the performance of the MediaMill automatic search runs. We see that speech generally gave very low performance in general, due to a lack of named entity topics. It performed fairly well for a few topics, namely *shots with a map, television screen without keyboard*, and *signs with lettering*. This indicates that speech can be of help for some queries, even when they do not contain named entities. Example-based search gave higher performance, as expected it did well when no directly related detectors were present, e.g. *person opening a door* and *people in white lab coats*. Detector-based search performed very well for a number of topics, providing the highest overall infAP scores multiple times. This search performed very well when one highly related detector was used for search - for example *shots of a map*, which triggered only the *graphical map* detector for search. In addition, it also performed especially well when multiple related detectors were selected for search — for example *people where a body of water can be seen* which triggered the *outdoor, sky, person, and waterscape* detectors. Keeping in mind that our detector combination is based on a simple probabilistic fusion strategy, we attribute the success of the detector-based retrieval approach to a number of factors: 1) high-quality concept selection, 2) robust concept detectors, and 3) accurate estimation of detector reliability and collection frequency by the detector itself. The two predictive search runs performed best overall, with no significant difference between the two. Compared to the individual retrieval channels, they do not always give the best retrieval results for a particular topic. On the other hand, they give consistently good results over a number of topics, resulting in a better mean infAP than any of the retrieval channel searches.

The predictive search strategy was influenced by prediction accuracy: the best performing channel was not always correctly selected. In fact, the best performing channel was selected correctly for exactly half the topics. However, many of the incorrect predictions occurred for topics where infAP scores were very low, so it can be argued that for these topics none of the channels could be trusted. When considering the 20 topics where at least one of the channels had an infAP of higher than 0.05, the correct channel was predicted correctly 75% of the time. When the correct channel was predicted, performance either increased or decreased slightly. When the incorrect channel was trusted, the infAP of the prediction runs was almost invariably higher than the infAP of the (incorrectly) trusted channel.

Preliminary experiments had indicated that the detector channel generally gave better results than the other two retrieval channels, and should therefore be given an extra boost during retrieval. The results show a slight improvement with this approach, but not significantly so. We plan to investigate more refined weighting for reranking in future work.

## 4 Interactive Video Retrieval

From the past five years of TRECVID experience we have learned that the ideal interactive video retrieval approach depends on many factors, such as the type of query, the query method, the browsing interface, the interaction scheme, and the level of expertise of the user. Moreover, when search topics are diverse, it is hard to predict which combination of factors yields optimal performance. Therefore, the MediaMill video search engine has traditionally offered multiple query methods in an integrated browse en-
Figure 10: Comparison of MediaMill interactive video search experiments with present-day interactive video search engines in the TRECVID 2008 benchmark.

While this gives the user complete control over which strategy to use for which topic, it often causes the user to select a sub-optimal strategy. In order to alleviate this problem, our TRECVID 2008 experiments focus on supporting the user in determining the utility of the retrieval strategy and to guide her on the path to a correct set of results. Our contribution is twofold; first we introduce a novel PreviewBrowser, which helps the user to either quickly determine that results are not valid at all, or to help find a starting point within the selected results. Second, we introduce a novel active learning strategy based on passive sampling of user browsing behavior for those topics that have no valid starting points in the video collection available.

Threads as basis for navigation The basic building block behind the browsers of the MediaMill semantic video search engine is the thread; a linked sequence of shots in a specified order, based upon an aspect of their content [30]. These threads span the video archive in several ways. For example, time threads span the temporal similarity between shots, visual threads span the visual similarity between shots, a query thread spans the similarity between a shot and a user-imposed query, and history threads span the navigation path the user follows.

Thread visualization The MediaMill video search engine allows the user to choose between two modes for thread visualization. Each mode starts with a query thread as the basic entry point for the visualization. The first visualization, the CrossBrowser then shows the query thread and the time thread in a cross formation. This visualization is most efficient for topics where a single concept query is sufficient for solving a topic [36, 40]. The second visualization, the ForkBrowser, provides the user with two extra diagonal threads, and a history thread. The ForkBrowser is more efficient in handling complex queries where no direct mapping between available concept detectors is possible [31].

Guiding the user to results In order to guide the user in finding results, we introduce the PreviewBrowser. This browser helps the user to quickly determine the validity of a chosen set of results, by visualizing a large set of results from a single thread at once. To keep the user experience as seamless as possible this is done without changing to another browser. The user is then able to either continue browsing that thread, or change the set of results by changing the query.

When multiple searches yield limited effect, a different strategy is needed to find results. For this, the system continuously monitors user behavior and uses this information on-demand to generate a new set of results. It does so by using a real-time support vector machine model. The active learning is performed on the entire collection of positive and negative examples based on what the user selected and what the user viewed. This results in a new thread which is available to the user for visualization.

Both methods above yield a new thread with possible results for the same topic. A possible downside of such threads...
is that they will contain the same shots as in a previously visited thread. To further guide the user to correct results we extended the CrossBrowser and ForkBrowser to automatically hide previously seen results after a while. This decision is based on the user monitoring strategy as also employed in the active learning algorithm. This ensures that the users only see new results, and do not see results they have already seen over and over again.

4.1 Interactive Search Results

We submitted two runs for interactive search. Both interactive runs were performed by expert users, one used the ForkBrowser (UvA-MM1 run), and another one used the CrossBrowser (UvA-MM2 run) for retrieval. The two users, both had access to the real-time active learning approach, as well as the PreviewBrowser. We present an overview of achieved results per topic in figure 10.

Analysis of logging data indicates that the users employed a variety of strategies to retrieve results. In particular, we observe the following topic-dependent patterns:

- **Topics maps to an available concept detector**: When relevant concept detectors are available for a topic, these are taken as the entry point for search by both users. For example, the users selected the Face detector for the topic *a person’s face filling more than half the frame*.

- **Topic asks for explicit motion**: When an explicit form of motion is requested by the search topic, the best strategy to validate the presence of the motion within individual shots is to display animated key frames. For example, the expert users select the Car detector as an entry point in the following topics: *road taken from a moving vehicle, looking to the side, a vehicle moving away from the camera and a vehicle approaching the camera*. This yields the same set of results for all topics. By watching the individual shots, and looking for the requested motion, valid results are retrieved and selected.

- **Topic examples have small variability in appearance**: For topic examples that have a small variability in their visual appearance, such as a *map or piece(s) of paper with writing on it* the users employed the real-time active learning approach on the provided video examples. Here, the system automatically selects the center frame from each video example as a positive example, and automatically selects 50 pseudo-negative key frame examples from the video collection. The optimal strategy then seems to be to quickly validate the resulting ‘topic detector’ with the PreviewBrowser, which is able to select large batches of results in few keystrokes.

- **Topics ask for complex information need**: Often topics express a complex information need, which combines all of the above. For example, the best result for topic *one or more people looking into a microscope* was obtained by 1) using visual similarity to the examples to gather a few initial results. The best performing expert user then alternated between 2) using the ForkBrowser to significantly expand this set, 3) using animated key frames to verify that the action actually occurred, and then 4) using active learning to find even more results based on the current selection and automatically selected negatives.

- **Topics with a limited number of initial results**: For some topics it happened that the users were able to find some results using any kind of entry point, but were not able to find more. In this case the users generated new sets of results based on real-time active learning on the previously selected results. In most cases this provided the users with, up to then, unseen but correct results.

Overall our approach is on-par with the state of the art in interactive video retrieval, yielding the highest infAP scores for 12 out of 24 topics. This indicates that our multi-strategy approach combined with effective concept detectors and active learning yields good search results.

5 Lessons Learned

TRECVID continues to be a rewarding experience in gaining insight in the difficult problem of concept-based video retrieval. The 2008 edition has been our most successful participation to date resulting in top ranking for both concept detection and interactive search and a runner-up ranking for automatic retrieval, see Figure 11 for an overview. To conclude this paper we highlight our most important lessons learned:

- **Spatial-temporal processing improves classification accuracy** [38];

- **The addition of ColorSIFT, with different levels of invariance to changes in illumination conditions, on top of intensity SIFT improves concept detection accuracy** [4, 33];

- **Kernel codebooks suffer less from the curse of dimensionality and give better performance in larger data sets**. [8];

- **A kernel codebook outperforms the traditional codebook model over several feature dimensions, codebook sizes, and data sets**. [8];

- **The codebook library proves to be a valuable addition over a single codebook**;

- **Good retrieval ingredients matter**;

- **The more sources of information, the better the retrieval performance**;
Figure 11: Overview of all 2008 TRECVID benchmark tasks in which MediaMill participated. From top to bottom: concept detection, automatic search, and interactive search, runs ranked according to mean inferred average precision.

- Topic examples are valuable for automatic retrieval (but can we expect users to give them?);
- Simple fusion techniques suffice when concept detectors are robust and well selected;
- Predictive combination of retrieval channels pays off;
- Multi-thread browsing with the ForkBrowser, combined with quick result visualization of single threads, yields a fast browsing experience which is suited for a broad range of topics;
- Monitoring retrieval behavior of users combined with real time active learning help the user find new results effectively and efficiently;
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